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Summary
How can teachers ensure students will continue to challenge and educate themselves after graduation so they
can succeed throughout their lives? In Teaching for lifelong learning: How to prepare students for a changing
world, author Elliott Seif distinguishes a four-phase instructional framework: (1) setting the stage, (2) building
the foundation, (3) deepening learning and (4) providing closure. With the framework and coordinating
strategies, F–12 educators facilitate key goals, criteria and principles to support learning beyond the classroom.
When educators align their curriculum and assessments with the principles and criteria for lifelong learning,
students can continually show essential skills like making connections, synthesising ideas and collaborating.
Readers will:
•
•
•
•
•

gain strategies and activities specific to each instructional phase, plus a core set of activities that work
across all four phases
support students as independent learners through four key educator goals – (1) develop a growth
mindset in students, (2) build a foundation of key understandings and skills, (3) deepen learning and (4)
broaden and enrich student experiences
know what lifelong learning criteria to look for when auditing an existing curriculum or choosing or
designing a new one
review examples of the four instructional phases in various student-centred primary, middle and high
school classrooms
understand why civics education is important to lifelong learning and receive resources and guidelines
for creating a civics education curriculum.
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